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Leslie S. Kozma
Eric Johnson photo – collection of Richard Yaremko

In recognition of the 40th anniversary of the acquisition of the Northern Alberta Railways (NAR) by
Canadian National (CN), the Alberta Pioneer Railway Association is pleased to announce the publication
of a long-awaited history chronicling the NAR’s transition from steam to diesel-electric motive power.

We will be working with the organizing
committee for the Vancouver NMRA-PNR
meet in May 2024, and would be interested
in partnering with groups in other parts of
Canada staging events which would appeal
to our members before or after that date.

The line’s conversion from steam to diesel is presented in intimate detail based on company
records and those directly involved, woven into an interesting historical text along with obligatory
end notes, tables, roster, and painting diagrams. The talents of some of the most celebrated railway
photographers are on display in 72 colourful pages, depicting the NAR’s livery – in all its captivating
variations – at rest and in action throughout the system.

Looking ahead

New NAR book

The CNRHA looks forward to resuming in-person gatherings after the Covid
pandemic is behind us. Our last large gettogether, at Kamloops on June 19, 2015,
was a celebration of the 100th anniversary
of the Canadian Northern’s Last Spike at
Basque, B.C. In the photo at right, Al and
Bernice Lill pose in front of CN C40‑8W
No. 2141, pinch-hitting for ex‑CNR 2-8‑0
steam locomotive No. 2141 which was still
under repair at the time of the celebration.
Sadly, Bernice Lill passed away at home on
January 9, 2021, after a long illness.

To mark the 40th anniversary of the acquisition of Northern Alberta Railways by
CN on January 1, 1981, the Alberta Railway
Museum (albertarailwaymuseum.com) has
published Northern Alberta Railways Diesels:
1952-1980 by Leslie S. Kozma. This 72-page
softcover book describes NAR’s dieselization
through interviews and archival sources, as
well as looking at NAR’s locomotive fleet in
detail, and includes a comprehensive roster,
paint-and-lettering diagrams, and almost
100 photos, most in colour. Copies are
available for $40.00 postpaid (to Canadian

or
Contact the Alberta Railway
Museum Gift Shop
24215 34 St. NW
Edmonton, AB T5Y 6B4
giftshop@albertarailwaymuseum.com

Methods of payment:
Credit card, Cheque, PayPal, eTransfer
Dealer terms available. Please contact
APRA for more information

Al and Bernice Lill at Kamloops in June 2015,
during ceremonies to mark the centennial of
the Canadian Northern Railway’s Last Spike.
—Al Lill Collection

addresses) from the Alberta Pioneer Railway
Association, 24215   34 St. NW, Edmonton,
AB T5Y 6B4.

Transcona Museum’s fundraising campaign for CNR 2-8-0 No. 2747 enclosure
On April 19, 2021, the Transcona
Museum (Winnipeg, Man.) launched a
$493,000 capital campaign fundraising
project for the construction of a protective
structure over historic CNR Class N-5-c
2-8-0 steam locomotive No. 2747.
CNR No. 2747 is an artifact of significant historical importance not only to the
community of Transcona, but to Canada. It
was the first steam locomotive constructed at
CNR’s Transcona Shops and the first built
in Western Canada, in April 1926. After
34 years of service, No. 2747 was retired
and placed on permanent outdoor display
in 1960. Since taking ownership in 2015,
the Transcona Museum has undertaken
necessary preservation work to ensure the
stability and longevity of the locomotive.
This work has totaled over $63,000 to date.
The museum is moving forward on the
next major step of the project – the construction of a protective enclosure over the
Volume 20, Number 3

engine. This structure will help protect the
engine from the elements, increase security
around it, and provide more opportunities
for the public to see, interact, and appreciate the historical artifact. It is the museum’s
goal to provide more consistent access and
interpretation of the engine, including
programming and tours. The chosen conceptual design (see artist’s rendering below)

best addresses the preservation and display
goals of the project.
The museum is actively soliciting donations and sponsorships to help make
this project a reality, and the CNRHA has
provided financial support to the effort.
Visit the Transcona Museum’s website at
www.transconamuseum.mb.ca to donate
and learn more about the project.

Artist’s rendering of the protective enclosure to be built for CNR No. 2747. —Transcona Museum
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CN’s Automated Insp
Employing new technology at trackside
by Steve Boyko
All photographs by the author

I

n May 2018, CN awarded a contract
to Duos Technologies of Jacksonville,
Fla., (www.duostechnologies.com) to provide four Railcar Inspection Portals1 (rip®)
around Winnipeg, Man., to perform automated inspection of passing trains. These
portals incorporate high-speed cameras
and thermal imaging to inspect rail cars
at speeds up to 70 mph (110 km/h). The
four portals were all in operation by the
spring of 2019.
How they work
		 Each portal has high-speed cameras
mounted on the sides, top and bottom of
a frame that encloses a single track. These
cameras basically take a series of thin, very
tall “slice” photos that are stitched together
by the system’s software into a complete

4

picture of a rail car. Think of it as a photo
scanner, where the scanning mechanism is
stationary and the train moves through.
		 The portals are equipped with banks
of LEDs to light up the train as it passes
through, so they can be used at any time
of day. The lights illuminate both sides, the
top and the bottom of every rail car.
		 The lights are designed to come on after
the lead locomotive passes, to avoid blinding the crews. They are very bright and
are easily visible in the daytime. They stay
on for 20-30 seconds after the last rail car
passes through the portal.
		 Portals also read the AEI (Automatic
Equipment Identification) tag (a small electronic module) on every rail car and match
the image to a particular car. This information is combined into an operator interface.

		 An onsite cabinet houses the computers
that store and analyze the images. These
portals generate a tremendous amount of
image data, and the Dell systems in the
cabinet hold terabytes of data.
		 Taking pictures is great, but the real value
of the system is the automated analysis of
the images. Duos has optional modules that
can be purchased to do things such as:
• Boxcar open-door identification
• Missing/open hopper door-hatch
identification
• Detection of train riders
• Pantograph inspections
• Thermal imaging for “hot spots”
		 I believe CN’s portals are equipped with
the thermal-imaging option.
		 As a software professional, the applications for this image data are what are really
CN LINES

ection Portals
left CN No. 3153 enters the Railcar Inspection
Portal at Sainte Anne, Man., on January 11,
2020. This is one of four such portals installed
around Winnipeg in 2018 and 2019.
below Passage of the lead locomotive has
activated the Sainte Anne portal’s LED array in
this February 5, 2020, view.
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Grande Prairie or Bust
A Bridge Too Far
by Les Kozma

All photographs by the author

C

ommencing in the early 1900s, the
Canadian Northern Railway (CNoR)
was relentless, obtaining charters, bond
guarantees, making surveys and building
new rail lines all over western Canada. In
addition to its transcontinental ambitions
it was amassing considerable branchline
mileage stretching into practically every
nook and cranny of the Prairie Provinces
– competitors be damned! It was a time of
unbridled optimism, and the public called
for more and more railways.
10

		 CNoR’s main line from Winnipeg to
Edmonton was completed in late 1905. By
1907 it had been extended west to Stony
Plains, and a short branch was built to
Morinville, northward bound, intended as
an eventual land bridge to the Athabasca
River. It was from this branch at Clyde
station that CNoR intended to commence
its line up to Grande Prairie and the Peace
River country. That was, until mid-1910,
when the federal government delayed
approvals as it was established that the

Grand Trunk Pacific Railway (GTPR) had
already secured a charter running through
the identical territory.
		 So, in January 1911 CNoR decided
instead to start its so called Dunvegan
Branch from Onoway, a station located
on its new mainline routing northwest of
Edmonton. Meanwhile, the GTPR had
formed an alliance with J.D. McArthur,
the prominent Canadian timber magnate and railway contractor, who had
acquired the charter for the Edmonton,
CN LINES

CN Train 516, with SD40-2W No. 5302 and GP38-2 No. 4710, 35 loads and cabooses
79835 and 79838 crosses Rochfort Bridge (2,967 feet long and 97 feet high) at Mile 67.8
of the Sangudo Sub. on 23 July 1988. Canadian Northern’s apparent fondness for timber
bridges was representative of its philosophy of building cheaply to get its lines in operation
quickly and then making improvements as traffic warranted. The Sangudo Sub. was a prime
example of this custom.

left

CN Train 516 with GP38-2 Nos. 4708 and 4709, 52 cars and cabooses 79835 and
79838 meets CN Train 796 (SD40 No. 5169 with 83 sulphur empties and caboose 79250)
at Onoway, Alta., on 11 February 1989. Onoway was the usual meeting place for trains 515
and 516 when they ran on a regular schedule. Until the 1917 consolidation with the GTPR, the
Sangudo Sub. from St. Albert to a point about 1.5 miles west of Onoway was on the former
CNoR main line west to the Pacific coast. Here, the 83 gondolas (2,992 tons, 4,878 feet) on
Train 796 were bound for sulphur loading at one of the gas plants west of Whitecourt.

above

below CN Train 516, with GMD-1A Nos. 1614, 1613, 1612 and SD38-2 No. 5702, 81
cars and caboose 79854 at Mile 63.0 of the Sangudo Sub. (near Sangudo, Alta.) on 29 June
1990. The 0.5% grade out of the Athabasca Valley east of Whitecourt was the ruling grade
on the Sangudo Sub. Three GMD-1As and an SD38-2 handle this train (77 loads, 9,702 tons,
4,353 feet) across the cantilevered span over the Pembina River.

CNR’s Early SW1200RS Fleet
With tips on modelling these distinctive units in HO scale

by Mike Salfi and Al Lill

C

anadian National ordered a total of
192 SW1200RS road switchers from
General Motors Diesel (GMD), taking
delivery between 1955 and 1960. They
were versatile, long-lived units and were
widely assigned to many types of service.
		 There were two major variants in their
distinctive visored headlight/numberboard
assemblies, with the change from early to
late style occurring in January 1958 with
CNR No. 1289. In a previous production
change, GMD relocated the hood-door
louvers to a higher position beginning in
November 1956, effective with No. 1248.
		 In this article, we combine a photographic review of the early units’ major
detail variations over the years with tips on
modelling this SW1200RS configuration
in HO scale using a Proto 2000 SW9 as
a starting point. The more-recent Rapido
model depicts the later SW1200RS body
style, making the older Proto 2000 model
an easier conversion project.

18

above Two-year-old CNR SW1200RS No. 1210 is pictured near Gladstone, Man., in June
1958, still with all the factory-delivered features of the earliest units (including standard
tapered exhaust stacks, hood-mounted handrails, and horns mounted on a bracket above the
windshields), but carrying a fairly large snowplow pilot. No. 1210 appears to have had a
significant encounter with something that has not been successfully cleaned off. —George Bergson
facing page top Class GR-12d unit No. 1577, at Vancouver in March 1957, still carried its
original number well after the official June 1956 date for renumbering as CNR 1206. —Peter Cox
facing page middle A left-side view of No. 1577 at Vancouver in April 1957. This unit, GMD
serial A747, was part of CNR’s second SW1200RS order, delivered as Nos. 1575-1592
between March and May 1956. Note the open cab door’s smashed window. —George Bergson

CNR Class GR-12h SW1200RS No. 1253 has these early units’ original
headlight and numberboard configuration (a flat-topped visor with the headlight protruding
above it), but the CANADIAN NATIONAL black-on-yellow lettering strip had been moved above
the former side handrail location because of a November 1956 GMD production change that
placed the louvers higher on the side doors, beginning with CNR No. 1248. The first major
in-service modification of the early SW1200RS units was the replacement of the original tapered
exhaust stacks with CNR’s distinctive centrifugal spark arrestors, which began about the same
time as they were factory-installed on later deliveries. To improve safety, the side handrails
were moved from the body to the edge of the frame around the mid-1960s. By the time of
this April 1969 view at Vancouver, No. 1253 has had some other modifications, including a
winterization box with covers over the hood-top radiator grills, and the horns have been moved
to the cab roof from their original location on a bracket above the windshields. —Al Lill

facing page bottom
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CN’s Transcontinental Ex
by Al Lill with Don Jaworski, Clayton Jones, Bill Linley and Richard Manicom

C

N made plans beginning in the early
1960s to make both its passenger and
express services more profitable in the face
of increased competition from airlines and
trucking companies. The railway made a
number of innovations, including modifying freight cars for express-train service
and adding containers and trailers on flat
cars to dedicated express trains. CN also
tried to separate more of the express traffic
from long-distance passenger trains. The

100- and 200-series trains that operated
between Montreal/Toronto and Vancouver,
with a mix of freight and passenger-service
equipment, were part of the operating plan
to expedite express beyond the capacities of
their being an appendage to long-distance
passenger trains.
Since there was a fair amount of switching required enroute, this plan also had the
advantage of reducing delays for the slower
transcontinental passenger trains, such as

the Continental, which had previously carried quite a bit of head-end traffic.
Vancouver–Edmonton
Trains 201 and 202 carried express traffic
on this segment during 1966-67 and did
not provide passenger service. Brian Pate
has provided some CN forms used in train
handling, including a Form 900C filled
out for express Train 201, Edmonton to
Vancouver, on July 25-26, 1967 (see p. 29).

CN express Train 202 (FPA-4 No. 6772, FPB-4 No. 6862, FPA-4 No.
6768) on the South Saskatchewan River Bridge, east of Saskatoon station
on September 18, 1966. Note the mix of freight and passenger-service
equipment. Train 202 was shown in the 1966 system timetable as a
passenger train originating in Saskatoon with no westbound counterpart.
—Clayton Jones

24
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press Trains in 1966-67
It took 27 hours and 10 minutes to cover
that distance, but it was running four hours
and 25 minutes late leaving Jasper, and
arrived in Vancouver six hours and five minutes behind the time noted in the employee
timetable. This actual running time was
four hours and 20 minutes slower than
Train 5, the Panorama, on July 17, 1967.
On this trip, Train 201’s power was passenger-service GP9 Nos. 4119 and 4118
Edmonton–Vancouver, plus RS-18 No.

Volume 20, Number 3

3102 Edmonton–Kamloops Jct. From rear
to front, the express train’s consist was:
CN 78235, Caboose, Edmonton to Vancouver
Run-Through (six subdivisions)
CN 477015, 40' Steel Box, Mail Edmonton
to Jasper
CN 11112, 40' Steel Express Box, Mail
Edmonton to Kamloops Jct.
CN 487607, 40' Steel Box, Express Freight
Edmonton to Vancouver
CN 431219, 40' renovated Steel Box with a
9' door, Compartmentizers, (loaded with
soap), Ile de Montreal to Chilliwack, B.C.

CN 633106*, Trailer Flat, Montreal Turcot to
Vancouver with loaded trailer CNZ 774063
(*probably trailer flat 680106 or 688106)
CN 633073, 60' Container Flat, Edmonton to
Vancouver with loaded containers CNU
740363 and CNU 740367
CN 9227, Express, Jasper to Vancouver, loaded
CN 685265*, Trailer flat, Edmonton to
Vancouver with loaded trailers CNZ
774061 and Reimer XX101 (*correct double-trailer car number is probably 688265)
TTX 251035, Trailer Flat, Interchanged to CN
at Fort Erie to Vancouver with loaded trailers REAZ 304664 and REAZ 304867.

25

Grand Trunk’s
New England Stations
Part 2: Oxford, Maine, to Norton Mills, Vt.
by Thornton Waite

P

art 1 of this survey appeared in the
previous issue of CN LINES (Vol.
20 No. 2, with map), and followed the
Grand Trunk main line from its Portland
terminus to Mechanic Falls, Maine. In this
instalment, coverage concludes with a look
at the remaining stations in Maine, as well
as those in New Hampshire and Vermont.
		 Oxford (MP 40.85 from Portland,
Elevation 330'). The railroad opened
for traffic to Oxford from Portland in
September 1849. By 1853 Oxford was
noted for its logging activities, with a large
lumber siding at Welchville, one mile from
the Oxford depot.
		 A two-storey wood-frame depot with a
shingle roof was built in 1884, replacing
the original one. It was 70' x 18' x 18' high
on a post-and-sill foundation. The agent
lived on the second floor.
		 The 12' x 15' x 8' high baggage room
and closet was a wood-frame building with
a shingle roof on a post-and-sill foundation. A 8' x 68' x 8' high wood-frame coal
and oil house had a shingle roof and was
also on a post foundation. The 16' x 50'
x 14' high wood-frame freight shed had a
shingle roof and a post-and-sill foundation
with a 6' platform on the side. The cattle
yard was 42' x 19' with a single chute.
Oxford had the distinction of having one
of the longest sidings on the railroad.
		 The station was located about two miles
from the town of Oxford. The agency was
closed on October 1, 1965, and the depot
was razed in June 1966.

the first depot at South Paris. The Sanborn
map for 1885 shows the depot having a
through trainshed with a side house for the
ticket office and waiting room. Two tracks
went into the trainshed.
		 The second depot appears to have
been built between 1885 and 1889. It
was a 24' x 65' x 15' high, one-storey
brick building on a stone foundation
with a slate roof. This depot had a unique
hip-gable roof, with wide eaves and wood
ornamentation. It was built at Main
Street and Western Avenue under the
direction of Ezra Beal.
		 The depot, which remains beside the
tracks, was purchased in the early 1990s
for use by a business; in 2002 it was an ice
cream store. The freight depot was razed in
1993 and a new yard office was built across
from the passenger depot, on the site of
the old freight station.

		 In 1907 South Paris also had a 30' x 82'
x 12' high wood-frame freight depot with
a shingle roof on a post-and-sill foundation. There were also a 10' x 10' x 6' high
brick oil house and a 17' x 37' x 18' high
coal shed, with a capacity of 70 tons, on a
stone block foundation. The stockyard was
35' x 31'.
		 The South Paris switcher was based out
of the depot, and there was a small yard
for the Norway Branch. South Paris had a
small enginehouse for the switcher on the
branch line. In 1907 the one-stall enginehouse was a wood-frame building 20' x
60' x 19' high, on a brick pier with a slate
roof. It was apparently later enlarged, since
a three-stall enginehouse here was closed
and removed in 1929. A water tank was
built across the tracks from the depot in
1916 and connected to a water plug beside
the depot.

GTR’s South Paris, Maine, station was a busy place in this circa-1890s postcard view. This
was the second station, built with an unusual hip-gabled roof in the late 1880s. —Author’s Collection

below

South Paris (Norway) (MP 47.32,
Elevation 416') was the junction with the
Norway Branch. As with other locations
along the line, not much is known about
36 				
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Bates (West Paris) (MP 55.66, Elevation
486') was originally called North Paris,
and the station name was changed to
West Paris in 1858. In 1917 the name was
changed from West Paris to Bates, to avoid
confusion on train orders for South Paris
following an accident on the Grand Trunk.
It was named for local businessman L.C.
Bates. Feldspar, mined for the manufacture of porcelain, was loaded at Bates from
1925 until 1988.
		 The 16' x 83' x 14' high, one-storey
wood-frame station and freight shed was
built in 1851 with a shingle roof and on
a post-and-sill foundation. It was enlarged
in 1879. The depot had separate waiting
rooms for men and women, a baggage
room, and the freight room.
		 The agency was closed on June 16,
1967, and the depot was razed in 1968.
		 In 1907, Bates had a 10' x 16' x
10' high wood-frame coal and oil house
with a shingle roof that was on a postand-sill foundation. Bates once had an
engine house for a helper engine for the
trains west up the 1.1% Bacon’s Grade to
Bryant’s Pond, although it wasn’t listed in
1907. Bates also had a 65-car siding.
Bryant’s Pond (MP 61.80, elevation
720'). The 18' x 60' x 15' high woodframe depot building with a shingle roof
was built in 1851 on a post-and-sill foundation. There was a wing 18' x 27' x 9'
high, and a water tank across the tracks
from the depot. The agency was closed in
1958 and the depot torn down in 1968.
		 Bryant’s Pond also had a two-stall roundhouse through 1923, when it was closed. In
1911 the railroad built a blacksmith shop
and quarry house at its quarry here. Some
of the stone from the quarry was used to
build a new depot at Guelph, Ont. There
was a siding behind the depot, a passing
track in front, and a water column on the
depot side of the main line. In 1907 there
was 28' x 50' x 12' high wood-frame freight
shed, with a shingle roof on a post-and-sill
foundation. The stock pen was 35' x 36'
with a single loading chute, and there was
also a 12' x 12' x 11' high wood-frame oil
house with a shingle roof and a 16' x 20' x
12' high wood-frame pump house.
Locke’s Mills (MP 65.34, Elevation 753')
The wood frame station and baggage
room was built in 1851 and was 18' x 90'
x 12' high with a shingle roof on a postand-sill foundation.
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above A postcard view of Grand Trunk’s Bryant’s Pond, Maine, station. The structure was
completed in 1851, closed in 1958, and razed ten years later. —Author’s Collection

The GTR station at Locke’s Mills, Maine, also opened in 1851. It closed 113 years later,
on December 4, 1964, and was torn down in 1972. —Author’s Collection

below

		 The agency was closed on December
4, 1964, and the depot was leased out for
several years before it was razed in 1972.
		 Bates also had a wood-frame coal and
oil house with a shingle roof. This building
was 11' x 22' x 10' high.
Bethel (MP 70.09, Elevation 641'). In
June 1865 the first depot here burned
down and was immediately replaced with
a one-storey wood-frame station and baggage rooms with vertical siding and a
shingle roof, 24' x 94' x 12' high on a
post-and-sill foundation. There were bay
windows on the track side and one end
of the building. It was 94' long due to the
freight room on the west end.

		 An 1894 Sanborn map shows the twotrack main line passing the depot, with a
siding on the back side. The west end of
the depot was used for express, the east
end was for passengers, and a small freight
house was located west of the depot.
		 The depot was the most important stop
in Maine west of South Paris for passengers and was enlarged in 1899. The agency
was closed on October 31, 1968, and the
station was torn down between December
12 and 16 of the same year.
		 The stockyard was 40' x 26' with two
loading chutes, and there was an engine
house which was closed in 1929, which
was not listed in 1907. The wood-frame
coal and oil house was 20' x 20' x 10'
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